BUSINESS HOUSES MIDWEEK & SUNDAY LEAGUES & THE PYE CUP
1.1. The League shall be run in divisions with a system of promotion and relegation of two teams
up and two teams down in each division depending on the number of teams in each division.
1.2. In the event of two or more teams finishing level on points deciding matches are to be played.
1.3. League positions will be on number of points divided by number of games played.
2. A new ball may be used at the start of each innings if agreed at the time of the toss; or teams can
play with one ball if both teams agree.
3.1. Clubs play home and away fixtures as arranged at the fixtures meeting
3.2. Three points will be awarded for a win, two for a tie and one for a draw. Games not played will
be zero points to both sides.
3.3. Games rained off must try to be replayed; but if game is abandoned due to rain and not
replayed teams will get 1.5 points each.
3.4. Games called off due to not being able to get a team will be two points deducted if there is less
the 24 hours notice from the team calling off the game.
3.5. If a club is not able to get a team out more than three times they may be removed from the
League.
4.1. All matches are to start by 6.15 pm and be completed in one evening. Any team not having 7
players by 6.45 pm forfeits the match.
4.2. If rain or bad light prevents start or completion then the match is a draw.
4.3. Each side is to bowl fifteen eight ball overs.
4.4. No bowler to bowl more than 4 overs and five bowlers must be used.
4.5. Each game is to be started by the toss of a coin, with the visiting captain calling.
4.6. In overs 1-14, wide balls and no balls will be scored as two runs plus any extra runs, with no
extra ball allowed. In the final over, wide balls and no balls will be scored as one run plus any extra
runs, with an extra ball allowed.
5. The rules of the Pye Cup competition are to be generally as above.

